Information is invaluable, but it's also overwhelming

MindManager simplifies the way you process and manage information, by turning scattered ideas and data into clear visual maps that are easy to build, organize, evolve and share.

Every day, millions of people in thousands of global organizations use MindManager to more effectively think, plan, communicate, collaborate and get things done across their most business-critical tasks.

Create with ease, communicate with impact

Visual communications are powerful communications. With MindManager, you can quickly create beautiful visualizations that bring structure and clarity to concepts, strategies, plans and projects—engaging and enlightening everyone you share them with.

MindManager’s flexible, intuitive design supports freeform thinking, fluid organization and holistic understanding. Our robust and reliable feature set, powerful integrations and advanced capabilities have set the standard in mind mapping and information visualization software for over 20 years.

+ TEMPLATES FOR: PERSONAL PRODUCTIVITY | RISK ASSESSMENT | STRATEGIC PLANNING | PROJECT ChARTERS | & MANY MORE
Do more, faster and better with MindManager

- Jump-start thinking and inspire action with 50+ map & diagram templates
- Add instant beauty, personality and impact to your content with 40+ theme designs
- Deliver at-a-glance meaning and direction with 500+ icons & images
- Drive clarity and consensus with 12+ background objects & SmartShapes™
- Brand your communications and wow your audiences with user-friendly customization tools
- Automate the processes that drive your work forward with SmartRules™
- See your projects from every perspective with Gantt, Schedule, Icon & Tag views
- Share content with anyone, anywhere with HTML5 Export & Publish
- Get more from the tools you rely on with native Microsoft Office & Project integrations
- Develop custom add-ins and integrate with external data sources via the MindManager API

And much more

Technical Requirements:
MindManager 2019 for Windows

Supported Operating Systems:
- Microsoft Windows 10 32-bit and 64-bit
- Microsoft Windows 8 and 8.1, 32-bit and 64-bit
- Microsoft Windows 7 Service Pack 1, 32-bit and 64-bit

System Requirements:
- IBM or compatible Pentium processor (1 GHz or greater)
- 2 GB RAM or greater
- 830 MB available disk space
- Recommended Minimum Display: 1280 x 720 pixels
- Microsoft .NET 4.6 or higher

Additional requirements to use certain features:
- Microsoft Office Professional 2010, 2013 or 2016 (32-bit and 64-bit)
- Microsoft Project 2010, 2013 or 2016 (32-bit and 64-bit)
- Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.0 or greater
- Broadband Internet Connection

"Each day, I know exactly what I need to do, what I need to sign off on, and can track priorities and processes."

– Automation engineer, ABB Group

Work at the speed of mind

- Quickly break main concepts into smaller ones, while keeping connections simple and clear
- Add detail and context to tasks as you create them, without stepping out of the flow
- Rearrange or replicate information with simple drag & drop

Seal your communication cracks

- Transparently show ownership, priorities, deadlines and more
- Visually connect related action items, to eliminate redundancy and encourage collaboration
- View projects by resource, tasks, in Gantt charts and more for visibility into status, red flags & risks

See your world in one glance

- Connect to data in desktop files & content repositories, and to over 800 apps via Zapier
- Add, correlate and view images, web links, media and more
- Fluidly change the information you’re seeing or showing, without switching windows or splitting screens

Try MindManager free for 30 days. Visit www.mindmanager.com
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